Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Titan Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Cast of Characters

Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
John Teasley as XO Commander John Teasley
     Eric VanSickle as SO LtJG. Taliza Cal
Darlene Wise as TO LtJG. Raine Benson
Eric Lukoff as OPS Lt. John Blace

Special Guest AGM: Mike Jones


Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: To the initial Away Team in the Great Hall, each member sees something different for interior decorations.

XO-Teasley says:
@::On the Calligar planet:: Fizer: Fizer, I would like to have my outfit back.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Fizer's voice is heard, "You look cute in it. Enjoy."

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Beside XO on Calligar:: Fizer: We look ridiculous!!!!

XO-Teasley says:
@Fizer: Fizer, I do not look cute.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::In Sickbay doing things:: Self: Hmm…just a bit more heat and it will boil.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CO sees the Great Hall as decorated with mid-20th Century southwestern furniture.

FCO_Blamt says:
::At the helm, recalibrating the navigational sensors::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Stirs the beaker and turns up the blaze a bit more::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Fizer: Give us our clothes back!

XO-Teasley says:
@::Walks over to the CSO::

Host Fador says:
@::Smiles at the interior of the Great Hall, and then gestures for the Away Team to follow:: This way please.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Another fine mess we've gotten into, Sir.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Adds the white powder and stirs it again::

FCO_Blamt says:
::Tries to increase the performance of the ship's navigational sensors::

XO-Teasley says:
@CSO: That we have. I am thinking we should find the Captain now.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Follows Fador::

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: You think we should show our faces to the Captain and Lieutenant Benson like this?  ::Motioning to the pink tuxedos and kilts::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::The mixture becomes thick and he smiles::

Host Fador says:
@::Leads the Away Team through various rooms. Each room looks different to them of course::

FCO_Blamt says:
::Wipes his console with a handkerchief, trying to wipe the dust away::

XO-Teasley says:
@CSO: Like we have another choice here.  Maybe we should find the shuttle. They have extra uniforms.

Host Fador says:
ACTION: One room looks like the interior of a Borg Cube, the next like a Vulcan home and so forth.  The Great Hall seems to have differing effects on each person.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Turns the heat off and keeps stirring.. pulls over a covered plate and takes the cloth off it::

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Good idea, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Points in a direction:: CSO: That way….I saw the shuttle briefly that way.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Pours the thick white creamy mix into the lined plate and scrapes the bowl out:: Self: Oh, oh this looks very nice.

FCO_Blamt says:
::Makes certain that the ship is well away from the rift so that they don't get pulled into it but are close enough for science to do readings on::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Looks around for the shuttle::

XO-Teasley says:
@::Starts walking on the sidewalk::

Host Fador says:
@Ambassador T'Var, may I present the Worldmind.  ::With a dramatic wave of his hands, two Calligar open up a set of twin doors to reveal a pretty much empty room in which a large glowing light is seen::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Takes the warm plate and places it in a box shaped device, setting a timer and waiting::

XO-Teasley says:
@::Trying to blend in with the folks::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: The XO's attempts to blend in fail as both he and the CSO do sort of stand out with their current attire.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Points:: CSO: There's the shuttle.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::The “bing” goes off and he opens the door::

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Finally!  Now we can get out of this nerdy get-up.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Looks through the doors to what the Master Builder calls the Worldmind, seeing the very impressive source of light::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Pulls out a hand made sugar cream pie and sniffs at it:: Oh…a masterpiece!

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador T'Var> ::Quirks eyebrow and enters the room. After a moment the Ambassador turns back to the CO:: CO: I shall now join with the Worldmind.  It would be advisable if you and your crew leave the area as to not disturb my "meld" with it.  I believe you may wish to take a tour of the planet?

OPS_Blace says:
#::Aboard the shuttlecraft Snowbird::

XO-Teasley says:
@::Walks up to the shuttle and punches in his 7-digit code::

TO_Benson says:
@::Looks around the room while standing next to the CO::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Waits to get inside to put on a real uniform::

OPS_Blace says:
#::Taps the nav sensor controls and sees the Titan coming on screen::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Looks at the Ambassador::  T`Var: You are going to join with the Worldmind, Ambassador, is that advisable?

XO-Teasley says:
@CSO: I got it.  ::Open the shuttle door::  Let's go!  ::Hops in::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Follows the XO in and heads for the uniform locker::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Takes into the lab and sets it up to cool with the strawberry and targ pies.. can't help but drool at the sweet smells in the room::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: The XO and CSO find that all the uniforms that may be on the Shuttlecraft have been replaced with similar outfits to the ones they are currently wearing.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Sighs:: Fizer: Fizer you little.....::Aloud:: FIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZZZZZZZEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

OPS_Blace says:
#::Looks at the ship and smiles::

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador T'Var> CO: Ambassador Spock previously succeeded in joining, and he is half human. I am a full-blooded Vulcan and should have no trouble.

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador Gram> ::Watches with little interest from behind the group::

OPS_Blace says:
#::Thinks: Hmm, it looks almost the exactly the same though the sensor pod has been changed::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Shouts:: Fizer: You replace these clothes with standard Starfleet uniforms or else there will be Hell to pay!

XO-Teasley says:
@::Sits on a chair:: CSO: Well, Fizer wasn't wasted any time.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Wonders why that information wasn't included in his briefing::  T`Var:  As you wish, Ambassador.

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Appears behind the XO and CSO after a puff of swirling purple smoke:: CSO: Such harsh language!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Fumes at the now visible Fizer:: Fizer: Give us our normal uniforms RIGHT NOW!

OPS_Blace says:
#::Taps the COM controls and opens a channel::

XO-Teasley says:
@Fizer: Will you please change our uniforms back?

Host Fador says:
@CO: If you wish, you can use our transport tubes to tour the planet as your Ambassador suggested?

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Breathes heavily through teeth::

TO_Benson says:
@::Looks at the CO::

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Looks at the XO:: XO: No, I will not.  This is a nice test for your Chief Science Officer in regard to anger management.

OPS_Blace says:
#COM: Titan: USS Titan, this is Lieutenant. John Blace on the shuttlecraft Snowbird. Permission to land?

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador Gram> Fador: I for one would like to know what is causing the constant shifting of the interior of this building.  It's quite amazing.

CSO_Taliza says:
@Fizer: How would you like my anger management to get medieval on your...

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Nods to Fador::  Fador, since the Ambassador will be busy, it would please us if we could take a tour of your planet.

FCO_Blamt says:
COM: Snowbird:  This is Chief Petty Officer Blamt.  Permission granted, Lieutenant, welcome home.

XO-Teasley says:
@Fizer: Forget her anger Fizer just change the clothes back in the uniforms.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Her?

OPS_Blace says:
#COM: Titan: Thank you, Titan, it's good to be back.

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> XO: I've already said that I will not.

TO_Benson says:
@::Whispers to the CO:: CO: Maybe we can get a better look at their defensive grid controls?

OPS_Blace says:
#::Sees the Titan's shuttle bay doors opening::

FCO_Blamt says:
::Closes the COM and informs his superiors of Lieutenant Blace's arrival::

Host Fador says:
@CO: Certainly, Captain. Right this way. ::Gestures::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Punches Fizer::

OPS_Blace says:
#::Smoothly lands the shuttle and grins at the thought of him actually being a decent pilot::

XO-Teasley says:
@Fizer: Why not?  And don't give any lopsided answers.

Host Fador says:
ACTION: As the Away Team begins to leave, they see Ambassador T'Var move forward and extend his hands upward. The glowing light extends to the Vulcan, and envelops the Ambassador entirely.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Follows Fador and whispers back to Benson::  TO: I would like to know the technology behind their defensive grid.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Pulls out a cooled pie and goes to his office::

TO_Benson says:
@::Follows the CO and Fador::

OPS_Blace says:
::Grabs his bag from the back of the shuttle and disembarks::

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Rubs the area where he was hit::  Well, I can see that you failed this test.  Maybe you'd like to play a game instead?

OPS_Blace says:
::Nods to the Junior Officers standing around the shuttlebay::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Fizer: No games!

XO-Teasley says:
@Fizer: No games!

TO_Benson says:
@::Nods to the Captain::

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Waves his hand:: Too late.

OPS_Blace says:
::Goes to the turbolift:: Sickbay.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Kicks Fizer in the privates::

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Vanishes before he can be kicked::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Sits down and starts to eat. Thinks: Mmm…sugar cream::

OPS_Blace says:
::Smiles as he hears the hum of the turbolift::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: Both the CSO and XO are enveloped in a similar manner as they were earlier, and suddenly find themselves flying out of the atmosphere and back in the direction of the Titan.

XO-Teasley says:
@CSO: Now what is he going to do.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Looks like we're going back to the Titan.

Host Fador says:
@::Leads the Away Team through the rapidly shifting rooms to a series of tubes::

OPS_Blace says:
::Walks down the corridor and enters Sickbay::

Host Fador says:
@CO: Where would you like to go first, Captain?

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Hello.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Flying out towards Titan::

TO_Benson says:
@::Thinks: These tubes are a bit odd::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Leans back eating::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Heads to the Bridge::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Sees the Titan quickly approaching as he passes through the rift::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: Once they are through the rift the CSO and XO fly right through the hull of the ship and find themselves on the Bridge.  They are in front of the entire Bridge crew still in their awkward outfits.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Racing along side the CSO::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Oh..oh!  ::Puts the fork down and wipes mouth:: Hi!

Host Fador says:
@::Waits for the CO to state where he would like to go first::

XO-Teasley says:
::Lands on the Titan Bridge:

CSO_Taliza says:
::Finds himself and the XO on the Bridge::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, permission to change clothes?

TO_Benson says:
@::Stands waiting for the CO to decide where to visit first::

Host CO_Loran says:
@Fador: Just give us the grand tour, as we find this all very amazing.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Hi, how ya doing? I'm Lieutenant John Blace.  I am the Ops officer.  I'm returning from a Leave of Absence.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Arrives on Bridge::

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Granted, grab me a pair while you are at it.

Host Fador says:
@::Smiles:: CO: Certainly. Choose a tube, and get in. ::Goes over to a nearby console, which displays buttons, which are unfamiliar to the Away Team::

FCO_Blamt says:
XO: Sir, you're back!

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Sees the others return. Thinks: Dang so close to having control::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Ahh...well then come have a seat over here and we'll get your physical out of the way. Say would you like some pie?

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Sees a tube right in front of him and enters it::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Exits Bridge and enters turbolift:: Computer: Take me to my quarters.

Host Fador says:
@CO: This is merely a start off point, by the way.  After this, there will be no need to go to any such tubing station for the remainder of the trip.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: ::Laughs:: No, thank you. I just had some Romulan Carrosno soup, but thank you.

TO_Benson says:
@::Thinks: Choose a tube?  Follows the CO into a tube::

Host Fador says:
<Computer> ::Beeps in response and takes the CSO to his quarters::

Host Fador says:
@::Programs it to take them to the Central Library.  Gets into a tube::

OPS_Blace says:
::Sits down on a biobed::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Turbolift stops on the deck near quarters, I exit and walk to quarters::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Pity, it's fresh.  I make them myself.  ::Pats the bio-bed:: Nothing like homemade I always say.  ::Adjust glasses and picks up a PADD::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Enter personal access code and enter quarters::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: The CSO's quarters have been redecorated to match his clothing.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Yes, well, actually, I prefer replicator food.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Taps COM badge:: *XO* Sir!  Fizer has struck again!

Host Fador says:
@::Boards the tube and then ... ::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: And why’s that? ::Activates the bio-bed sensors::

XO-Teasley says:
*CSO* Right.  ::Walks into the Ready Room::

XO-Teasley says:
::Enters the Ready Room:: Fizer: Fizer get in here.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: I don't know. Maybe cause my dad never used to make me home made meals. I always had to replicate them for the both of us and I'm just used to them.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Walks to closet and takes out a uniform, which is a real uniform, not one of Fizer's alterations::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: The Away Team suddenly find themselves being broken down bit by bit at an alarming rate. They don't feel any pain but are quite aware that they are falling apart. Then, in a blinding blur of movement they're being moved across the planet's surface, they are aware of their every movement.

Host Fador says:
ACTION: To the CSO's "astonishment" the uniform is as well a Fizer alteration.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Looks around the Bridge:: Self: Back to Main Engineering.

CSO_Taliza says:
::It isn't an alteration, it's a real uniform::

XO-Teasley says:
::Taps his foot:: Fizer: Fizer!

TO_Benson says:
@::Notices she is suddenly in a million pieces but feels no pain::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Well, Starfleet is a life of adventure right? ::Grins and looks at the reading:: Yes, hmm… oh, interesting.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Then sees it was altered::

Host Fador says:
ACTION: The Away Team sees millions of images all at once, peoples, places, etc. all flying by at once. It's exhilarating, but will no doubt give them headaches later.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: What?

CSO_Taliza says:
*XO* Sir, I'm going to lie down and I'm not going to return to duty until everything returns to normal.

Host Fador says:
@<Fizer> ::Finally appears in the CO's Ready Room:: I do have things to do, Mr. Teasley.  What now?

TO_Benson says:
@::Begins feeling a little dizzy from seeing images swish by so quickly::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: I just remembered I for got to pick up eggs at the last re-supply.  Oh well. ::Goes back to the readings::

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Oh, okay, does everything check out?

XO-Teasley says:
Fizer: You find this cute don't you?  ::Toss the crown at him::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Feels his head start to hurt a little from the movement across the planet and sees all the images pass by him::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Oh, well, congratulations!  It's going to be a girl.  ::Grins at the new guy::

Host Fador says:
<Fizer>  ::Catches and examines the crown:: Well, I do have good taste.

OPS_Blace says:
::Gulp:: CMO: Heh, heh, thanks, Doc. Are you the Chief Medical Officer?

XO-Teasley says:
Fizer: I am not having fun Fizer. I doubt Captain Loran would like it either.

Host Fador says:
ACTION: Finally, the Away Team arrives at their destination, the Central Library.  It is a vast and massive building.  The interior looks different to each person.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Snickers:: OPS: Yep and you have a good sense of humor but the diet needs work.

TO_Benson says:
@::Finds herself put back together again and standing in the middle of a massive library::

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Okay. ::About to get up:: Well, thank you.

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Hold on there.

Host Fador says:
<Fizer> ::Shrugs:: XO: Ah, yes, but your Captain is not here now, is he?

CSO_Taliza says:
::Lies on his bed after taking off his crazy get up down to his skivvies::

Host Fador says:
@::Looks around the Central Library:: Amazing.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Stand, placed back together inside the Central Library, an amazing piece of construction::

Host Fador says:
@::Always seems to be taken aback by the workings of his own world::

OPS_Blace says:
::Sits back and sighs::

XO-Teasley says:
Fizer: No, but you’re dressed in that snappy Starfleet uniform and you said that was bad.

TO_Benson says:
@CO: Truly an incredible piece of architecture, wouldn't you agree, Sir?

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: I want you to lay off the replicated food and take some fiber for the next 5 days.  You have some really nasty stuff here in your colon.  Better get it scraped out.  ::Taps glasses on the bio-bed sensors::

Host Fador says:
@Away Team: Feel free to look around as you wish.

OPS_Blace says:
::Clears throat:: CMO: Okay, thanks doc. Anything else?

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Yes.

Host Fador says:
<Fizer> XO: Ah, but this isn't about me, it's about you.

OPS_Blace says:
::Waits impatiently!::

TO_Benson says:
@::Nods at Fador and looks to the Captain::  CO: I will stay with you, Sir, Security Protocols, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
@TO:  Yes, a very impressive piece of work, Lieutenant.

XO-Teasley says:
Fizer: Very funny, it sounds like you need a girlfriend or a wife to me. And don't you lie to me.

Host Fador says:
<Fizer> XO: Why not?  You Starfleet personnel lie all the time.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Starts to modify sensors for other things::

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Sit.  ::Paces around with the PADD looking over something::  Well, no I guess not.  Just get your colon nice and clean and come back 3 days so I can check and make sure you’re doing what I told ya.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Nods to Fador and looks over at Ambassador Gram::  Gram:  Are you going to join us or go off by yourself?

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: ::Rolls eyes:: Okay, thank you. ::Gets up and leaves Sickbay:: Nice meeting you.

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador Gram> ::Walks over to the CO:: CO: I'll accompany you.

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Hey, pal, computer says you’re back on the ship.  Get down here.

CMO_Slaughter says:
OPS: Ta ta! Self: Friendly chap.

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Ta ta tater tots!

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador Gram> ::Feels safer with the CO and the TO anyway::

OPS_Blace says:
::Walks back down the corridor to the turbolift::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Nods to the Ambassador::  Fador:  Are we allowed to look at the books or whatever you have in the Library?

CMO_Slaughter says:
Self: Now I haven't heard that in ages.

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Mister Tali-ZA!

Host Fador says:
@CO: Certainly. ::Has already found himself an old book to examine::

OPS_Blace says:
Turbolift: Bridge!

Host Fador says:
<Computer> ::Beeps and takes the OPS' officer to the Bridge::

OPS_Blace says:
::Smiles on the way to Bridge::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Nods to Fador and walks off down a corridor to see what books he can find to look at, preferably some tech manuals::

OPS_Blace says:
::Stands looking at the Bridge as the turbolift doors open::

XO-Teasley says:
::Waits on Fizer’s answer::

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Mister Tali-ZA! are you still breathing or do I have to come get you?

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears a COM:: *CMO* I am going nowhere until my uniforms and my quarters are back to normal.

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Well, fine, I'll come to you.  ::Picks up his med kit and heads out of Sickbay::

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* I am seeing no one until everything goes back to normal.

OPS_Blace says:
::Walks onto the Bridge and doesn't recognize the Junior officers::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: Hi, is the XO or CO in?

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Normal is a state of mind, Mister Taliza.

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* Normal means normal furnishings in my quarters and my normal clothes, not this pink crap that omnipotent bastard produced for me.

Host Fador says:
<Junior Officer One> OPS: Captain Loran is on the Calligar homeworld, Cmdr. Teasley is in the Ready Room.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Takes the turbolift to the right deck and paces down the hall::

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Watch your blood pressure and mine, Sir!

OPS_Blace says:
JO1: Thank you.

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* Then stay away!

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Rings the CSO's door::

OPS_Blace says:
::Turns to the Ready Room and rings the door chime::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Wonders around and stops at a bookshelf and pulls off a thick volume and opens it and reads through it::

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* I want to be alone.

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Well, it ain't healthy!

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* Go away!

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Now open this here door!

CSO_Taliza says:
*CMO* No!

Host Fador says:
<Fizer> ::Yawns:: XO: Well, if that's all I must be going.  Things to do.

CMO_Slaughter says:
*CSO* Don't make me open it on my own!

Host Fador says:
<Fizer> ::Vanishes in a plume of purple smoke::

Host Fador says:
@<Ambassador Gram> ::Peers at some ancient Calligar photos in a book he's found in the Library::

XO-Teasley says:
::Oh rats:: Self: One day Fizer is going to get it::

TO_Benson says:
@::Allows the CO to wander alone, but stays close by keeping her eye on him while looking around the library::

OPS_Blace says:
::Rings the Ready Room chime again::

CSO_Taliza says:
Computer: Override all authorizations by Dr. Slaughter.  Authorization Taliza Pau 23 Alpha.

Host Fador says:
<Computer> CSO: All authorizations overridden.

XO-Teasley says:
::Hears door chime:: OPS: Come in.

OPS_Blace says:
::Enters the Ready Room::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Thinks about what the CSO said and has a thought::  Fizer: Oh Mister Fizer, I don't suppose you’re here are you?

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: Hello, Lieutenant.  Sorry if I am dress wrong.

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Fador> ::Suddenly rushes up to the CO:: CO: Captain, I've just received word. Something is wrong with your Ambassador T'Var!

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Commander Teasley, Lieutenant John Blace reporting for duty, Sir, after Leave of Absence.  ::Hands behind back::
  
CSO_Taliza says:
::Lies back and fumes::

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: Welcome back.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Puts the med kit down and taps finger on chin::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: ::Nods:: Thank you, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Looks at Fador and figures something like this was going to happen::  Fador: What happened to him?

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Ambassador Gram> ::Looks surprised at what Fador exclaims and puts down his book.  Walking out from behind the shelf::

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: At ease before you spilt a gut.

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Fador> CO: I do not know.  It is something I have not seen before.  We must hurry!

OPS_Blace says:
::Relaxes:: XO: Thank you, Sir.  ::Extends hand to XO::

CMO_Slaughter says:
Self: Oh the Hell with this nonsense.

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Follows Fador as he leaves::

TO_Benson says:
@::Follows Fador and the Captain, looking a bit worried::

XO-Teasley says:
::Shakes his hand:: OPS: I bet you can tell Fizer was here.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Whom, Sir?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Heads to the Bridge after repairing or building something not sure which::

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: Fizer is a Q.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: At Fador's insistence, the Away Team is suddenly "dematerialized" in the slightly frightening and peculiar process as they were before. They are then sent on that migraine-inducing trip.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Oh, I do not believe I'm familiar with him/her.

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: It's a “him”.

TO_Benson says:
@::Thinks: Oh, oh, here we go again::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Oh, well, is everything all right? I mean, relatively speaking?

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Feels the headache again::

CMO_Slaughter says:
Computer: emergency medical transport chief science officer and chief medical officer to Sickbay authorization omega four niner and log it as a refusal for a medical evaluation upon returning from a potentially hazardous environment

XO-Teasley says:
::Walks over to the replicator:: Computer, one Starfleet uniform with Commander pips.

TO_Benson says:
@::Closes her eyes to avoid the fleeting images::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The replicator replicates the same outfit the XO is currently wearing, BUT, with his commander pips.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Is that for me, Sir? ::Eyeing the uniform and pips::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Away Team arrives at the Great Hall again ... just outside the Worldmind room.

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: Every thing is fine. I think the new CSO is going to have Fizer’s head mounted on his wall.

OPS_Blace says:
::Laughs:: XO: Oh, I see.

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: No it……..::Tosses the thing aside::

TO_Benson says:
@::Materializes in the Great Hall a bit dizzy::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Wants to punch something:: Fizer: Show yourself!  RIGHT NOW!

OPS_Blace says:
XO: I know, Sir, I was kidding. ::Looks around:: I was told that Captain Matthew Loran had command here, John.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO & the CSO are beamed to Sickbay as the Computer accepts the Emergency Medical authorization.

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Fador> ::Throws open the doors to the Worldmind and...::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Ambassador T'Var is on his knees, in obvious pain. It appears he is having some sort of seizure.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Materializes back in Sickbay and folds arms at the CSO:: CSO: Now, get some cloths on and get on the bio-bed..

CSO_Taliza says:
::Finds self in Sickbay:: CMO: Doc!  What the Hell do you think you're doing?

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: He is, he is on the other side of the rift with the ambassadors.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The light has retracted from the Ambassador and is fluctuating wildly.

TO_Benson says:
@::Sees Ambassador T'Var on his knees in pain::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Looks through the doors of the Worldmind and looks at the Ambassador, starting to move forward to the Ambassador's aid::

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: Return me to my quarters!

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Oh, yes, I was briefed about that.  Shall I resume my post?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ambassador T'Var> @::Falls over, reaching out with his hands, eyes fluttering::

TO_Benson says:
@::Follows the CO to the Ambassador's aid::

XO-Teasley says:
OPS: Of course.

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: I asked you 3 times to respond and you never did.. you sudden just reappear with out going through the transporter bio filters.  You need to be checked out. Now get on the biobed!

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Thank you and it's good to be back. ::Pats Teasley's shoulder::

TO_Benson says:
@Fador: Is there a medical team available?  This man needs medical attention!

OPS_Blace says:
::Exits Ready Room and walks over to the OPS station::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Fador> TO: I'll get one!  ::Rushes out::

XO-Teasley says:
::Nods:: Fizer: Fizer.

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: I refuse to do anything until that Fizer bastard returns all my possessions and uniforms to normal.

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Ambassador T'Var> ::Reaches out to the CO.  Sees him barely in his blurred vision. Tries to speak::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sits down in the middle of Sickbay floor::

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: Don't make me sedate you and have you stuck in the Brig.  Now get off the floor and up here.  ::Points to the biobed::

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Goes to the aid of the Ambassador, trying to pick him up and move him outside the Worldmind, hoping that taking him through the doors will at least ease his pain some::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Doesn't move::

OPS_Blace says:
::Nods to the Operations officer who had been manning his post::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Erects a forcefield around the CSO on the floor:: CSO: Fine.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Doesn't phase him::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Ambassador T'Var> ::His hands grasp the CO's fast, moving into position around his temples.  He can feel the life draining out of him.  Last chance::

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: You’re contained until I can determine if you’re safe.

OPS_Blace says:
JO1: Excuse me, do you think you could get me a report on ship activities in the last three months?

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: I am safe to you.  Just let me at Fizer!

XO-Teasley says:
Fizer: Fizer. I know your here.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Junior Officer One> ::Looks at OPS:: OPS: Certainly.

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Starts up the overhead sensor array and has a seat in a chair::

OPS_Blace says:
JO1: Thank you.

TO_Benson says:
@::Sees the Vulcan ambassador trying to mind meld with the CO:: CO: Captain!  ::Tries to pull him away from the Vulcan's grip::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<Ambassador T'Var> ::Passes out and apparently dies::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CO falls back.

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: Your blood pressure is too high.

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: Anger.

OPS_Blace says:
::Taps COM badge:: *XO* Commander, sorry to bother you again, but who has the conn up here?

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Doesn't try to stop the Ambassador as he gets a mind meld and falls back from the Ambassador, hitting his head on the ground::

XO-Teasley says:
*OPS* You should take it for now, Lieutenant.

TO_Benson says:
@CO: Sir!  ::Kneels down and lifts the Captain's head the shouts:: FADOR!  Where is the medical team?!!

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: I suggest you calm down.  You’re going have a heart attack at this rate.. ::Looks at the scans::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A Calligar medical team arrives on the scene and attends to the Ambassador.  It remains unseen whether or not he has died or not.

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: I will calm down when I either kill Fizer or get my clothes back.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Skips along the corridor::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Junior Officer One> ::Walks over to OPS with a PADD:: OPS: Sir, here is a report on previous missions for the Titan in the last three months.

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: Why are you in your underwear anyway?

XO-Teasley says:
::Waits for Fizer and doesn't look like he is coming::

CMO_Slaughter says:
::Makes a few notes to have the CSO see a shrink ASAP and made take some sedatives::

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: Because that damn Fizer switched all my uniforms for pink tuxedoes and Scottish kilts!

CMO_Slaughter says:
CSO: And that has you in a tizzy?

TO_Benson says:
@CO: Sir, can you hear me?

Host CO_Loran says:
@::Opens his eyes and looks at the Lieutenant::  TO:  What happened to the Ambassador?

OPS_Blace says:
JO1: Thank you, Junior Officer One. You've been most helpful.

OPS_Blace says:
::Walks down to the command chair and sits::

CSO_Taliza says:
CMO: I want everything back to the way it was, and I want Fizer's head on a spit.

OPS_Blace says:
::Sits back and starts reading the PADD::

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Titan Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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